The amazing Bamboo School

where disadvantaged children get the best education
Penny Blazey visits the school where children grow
their own food and select their teachers

Two months ago we travelled to
Thailand to visit one of the most
inspiring places that we have ever
experienced.

Penny Blazey,
co-founder of
The Diggers Club
and The Diggers
Foundation

The Mechai Bamboo School is situated in the
Lamplaimat district of Buriram Province in
Northeast Thailand, about six hours drive from
Bangkok. The setting of the school grounds is
beautiful, with many canals full of lotus and water
lilies running through the site to provide water
for the introduced bamboo and the numerous
edible plants and flowers that are grown on the campus.
Bamboo dominates the vegetation surrounding the
school and provides lovely shady archways and building
materials for the school facilities, including most of the
classrooms and dormitories where the children live
during school time.
The school strongly believes in gender equality and every
girl and boy who attends has to be a boarder, even if they
live next door, so they can be totally immersed in the
democratic and independent culture that has been created
there. Mechai affectionately refers to the Bamboo School
as ‘Thailand’s Geelong Grammar for the poor’.

Students at the Bamboo School grow their own food
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Sharing, caring and honesty
The school can accommodate a total of 180 students,
with just over 160 attending at present, and it caters
to secondary students from Year 7 (approx. 12 years)
to Year 12 (approx. 17–18 years). Self government is one
of the most important foundations of the school structure
where students are involved in most management aspects
of the school through a Student Cabinet and student
operating committees. This means that students are
responsible for all purchases of the school as well as
preparing the annual school budget and conducting audits.
Even more significant is that the students take charge
of the selection of incoming new students each year and
even the recruitment of new teachers. The main values
that they look for in these interviews are not academic
but rather their caring and sharing capacity and most
vitally their honesty. This system tends to make very
mature, well balanced and productive graduates.
All the students and staff that we met were very polite
and respectful, as most Asian cultures are, but they
were also confident and helpful. The school feels that
discipline is vital for the students and has introduced
limits on the use of mobile phones to one hour per week!
Instead of phone use, students are required each week
to write three letters to parents, friends and important
leaders. Students are also encouraged to be innovative
and think outside the box, especially when they are
learning life skills and doing work experience outside
the campus. To broaden their outlook on life, each
student is required to sit in a wheelchair for one day
per month so that they can experience the realities
and difficulties of people with a disability and consider
how they might help to improve their situation in
the future. Students also forego one evening meal
per week to experience what real hunger feels like.
One of the most remarkable features of the Bamboo
School is that it has no monetary fees. Most of the
children come from rural families that struggle to keep
their children fed, so when Mechai decided he wanted
them to have the same educational experience that he
had at secondary school (when he attended Geelong
Grammar in the 1960s), he realised that he needed to
work out a sustainable way to keep the school running.

Children run the kitchen

Lush surrounds of the Bamboo School

The solution was that school fees would be paid jointly by the
students and their parents sharing the responsibility of doing
800 hours of community service, as well as planting of 800 trees
each year. So by the time they finish school every student will
have planted 4,800 trees.
The students and staff grow huge numbers of vegetables and other
edible plants and trees are grown around the school grounds in all
sorts of containers like colourful plastic wash basins and many
recyclable bottles, tyres and even latrines! Most of these are painted
with bright colours and patterns, especially the enormous concrete
water jars that catch the water from the roofs and are handmade in
frames by the students. These vegetables feed the students and staff
and the surplus is sold in the local markets to help fund the school.
Community development is a very important part of the school
which provides assistance and cooperation to the small rural
schools and their surrounding communities, especially with the
growing of vegetables, mushrooms and hens for eggs. This is done
in partnership with the private sector which provides funds for
such activities.

“To broaden their outlook on life, each
student is required to sit in a wheelchair
for one day a month ...”

Handmade jars collect water from roofs

This concept of self-sufficiency has grown into a ‘Lifelong
Learning Centre’ project helping 200 schools to follow this model.
They then become hubs for social and economic advancement
and eradicate poverty by training villagers, students and teachers
in agriculture and business with loan funds for poor parents and
students and help with their dental hygiene, sanitation and water,
which is currently being addressed.
This has expanded into the ‘School-Based Integrated Rural
Development’ (School-BIRD) Project and is spreading
internationally to neighbouring countries like Cambodia and
Myanmar. Any donation to the Bamboo School would be highly
appreciated, including funds to help establish vegetable farms
in small rural primary schools for deserving children.
The Bamboo School encourages and welcomes volunteers either
to help in vegetable growing, or in any other field – all they need
to do is get in touch with the school, arrive in Thailand and the
school will take care of the rest at no cost.
The school can be contacted via email:
mechaipattana@gmail.com or via Facebook:
www.facebook.com/MechaiBambooSchool

Innovative hydroponic beds

Using bamboo as art

Moveable pots used to grow their own food
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Visiting Mr Condom
Penny and I are delighted to reaquaint you with one
of the world’s most exceptional philanthropists

The school’s assembly area is the world’s largest bamboo geodesic dome

Penny, Mechai and Clive at the Bamboo School

Recycled urinals as vegetable planters

Mechai Viravaidya and I share the same school
(GGS), the same university (Melbourne) and
the same faculty (Commerce).
For the last 50 years however, Mechai has been back home
in native Thailand where he served four times as a cabinet
minister. He was the major force behind bringing runaway
population growth down from seven children per family
in 1974 to under two today and was also the main architect
behind Thailand’s HIV/AIDS program which, according
to the World Bank, prevented 10 million Thais from
becoming infected.
For his efforts, Mechai has been appointed as an Honorary
Officer of the Order of Australia, has received numerous
awards including the United Nations Population Award
and the Bill and Melinda Gates Award for Global Health,
and has been recognised as one of TIME magazine’s
“Asian Heroes”.

How condoms got the name ‘Mechais’
Unable to get approval for overt condom use from the
Government Departments or from doctors, Mechai had
to create his own publicity by making the use of condoms
fun. This was so successful and effective that condoms
began to be called Mechais.
We reacquainted with Mechai recently through his
enormously successful private initiative of starting the
Bamboo School. He visited Heronswood and gave a talk
about his latest project to help disadvantaged country
children be uplifted with a privileged boarding education
that even the poorest families could afford.
Penny enthusiastically supported the school through the
gift of heirloom seeds as we explored ways to develop an
exchange of Bamboo School students from Thailand with
our Diggers garden staff.
Mechai is a fanatically successful activist who is able to
change the world by the sheer force of his personality.
Who else in the world could persuade Bill Gates and
the head of Ikea to support the Bamboo School’s
tissue culture laboratory, to grow its own mushrooms,
and operate hydroponic vegetable gardens?
Mechai and Diggers are both enthusiastic supporters
of the preservation of heirloom seeds and educating
children to be self sufficient in food and commerce.

Only Mechai would see Dutch tulips
when promoting condoms
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Shitake mushrooms grown at the school

